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In our country, everything is getting bigger. The more things that you have, the higher your status in
most circles. But just because you have more stuff, a bigger house, and more cars and take more
vacations does not mean that you are happy. While the current American thought is that you should
get as much as possible, there are many who want to change things up and see smaller as better.
This is where the tiny home movement has begun. People don't see the point of having huge
mansions just to hold their things. They see the current way of life as wasteful and hard on the
environment. Instead of aiming for bigger, they aim for smaller - way smaller. In fact the average tiny
home is less than 400 square feet. Considering that the average American home is now more than
2,000 square feet, this is a huge difference. Creating a tiny home, or a small home if you still like the
idea of going smaller but can't handle 400 square feet or smaller, can take a lot of work. You will
most likely have to build your own home; there aren't many of these hanging around ready for you
to purchase. And with building, you have a lot of little things to figure out, especially when you think
about your limitations with space. This guidebook is here to help you get started with your tiny
home. No matter how much experience you have with tiny homes, as a beginner or having studied
up on it before, this guidebook is here to help. From learning more about what the tiny house
movement is all about to some of the things you need to keep in mind in order to make the perfect
tiny home, you are able to learn it all in this guidebook. Some of the things that you can learn in this
guidebook to help you get started with the tiny home movement include: What the tiny home
movement is all about Choosing the right location for your tiny home How to build your tiny home,
including how much it will cost, how to save up money, and how to create a blueprint Preparing
each room in the home when you are limited on space Decorating to get more out of your space
Other options for becoming self-sufficient to help the environment even more Tips and tricks to get
more out of the tiny home
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With the majority of people in the western world constantly striving for bigger homes, we can often
forget the priceless advantages of having a more compact home. This book provided a great insight
into the tiny homes movement - I have heard it mentioned here and there buy I had no idea how
much of a niche interest it is becoming. Everything is covered, from location choice, to bathrooms,
to decorating. Great read for anyone interested in alternative living styles. The only thing I would
have liked to see is diagrams and photos of examples of tiny homes.

I find this book really interesting to read and a great source of information. This book is the perfect
guide in building and designing your tiny homes. The author did an amazing job in writing this in a
well detailed manner. This is a perfect guide for beginners like me. I love how you can maximize
your tiny home without suffering the design of your home. Apply what you have read in this book
and use your own creativity so that you can achieve the design that you want.

This book collection is wonderful at getting you up to speed on your tiny home. No more wondering
whether it is possible to have a tiny home. With this book you will no longer be left thinking it is too
hard. Your problem is that you just don't have the information you need to make that decision. After
reading this book, I can vouch that I know everything I need to get started. Sure, you will need to
read more about the details of it all, but this book lays the foundation that should cover the
beginning of your journey to the tiny house of your dreams!

Yeah, what the heck. Tiny homes. I thought it would be about doll houses. But no. There is actually
a movement about little houses, little places to live. Think hobbit.Serious. People are inti this. From
the benefits, location, building one, saving money owning one,, blueprints, have, kitchens, toilets,
puttin them on wheels, gardens,,,,,,,,,,and even adding a place for chickens........wow.If you are
ready to make that move, the tiny home might be the way to go.Maybe you could build one for you
mother in law.

I loved this book. I was so against these tiny houses until I read this one. This is pretty much all you
will need to get on with your tiny house. It has everything from why tiny homes, what is it, How did it
start to Picking up and coming with the right things for your tiny home. It even talks about growing
your own garden to be more self-sufficientâ€‹. I really enjoyed this book.

For someone like me who has a small family, tiny house isn't bad at all. Reading this book gives me
an idea what are the benefits I could get out of having a tiny house rather than going after big
houses. Yes it may be too small inside but you spare yourself a larger space outside where you can
do what you want. Especially for my kids, they can have all the place to run and I think I could even
build their own playground. For someone like me who has children, as a mother having a tiny house
is more beneficial. It saves up time and effort especially with house chores! I think I may have to
start planning about it.

I'm wondering in a tiny home is better than a big one. This book gave me an idea living in a tiny
home. It is very interesting because I never imagined that a tiny home can also be that comfortable.
This taught me that it is fine to live in a simple house and also how to organize (because I'm pretty
clumsy sometimes haha). I love the tips and tricks that the author wrote in this book.

We have to take care of several things like if you plan to actually live in your tiny home, you will
probably want to have a nice shower to enjoy as you are home. It is possible to put a nice shower
into your home, you just need to make sure that you use the space that you have available
efficiently and that you accessorize it so that it doesnâ€™t take up more room than you need. This
section is going to take some time to look at the semantics of putting in a shower even in your tiny
home.
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